Regaining German Design Dominance in the Global Marketplace
To understand why Stuttgart's State Department of Trade and Commerce invited the U.S. to send an exhibition of recent domestic design at this time requires some (cursory) idea of Germany's position following World War II. On the losing side, facing significant war reparations, and with much of its industrial base destroyed, Germany began the difficult process of rebuilding its devastated economy. In some ways, the commencement of the 1950s represented a point of acceleration for West Germany's recovery. This is clearly illustrated by the point that its gross national product for the period 1950-1964 outstripped all other European countries. 4 Yet, at the outset of this period, there still was much work to be done to improve the bleak living standards of many Germans. As Brigitte Wolff writes:
People's lives were ruled by material hardship, fundamental supply problems, and the need to carry out the most urgent tasks connected with rebuilding a country that lay in ruins. There was a shortage of everything-in housing, household goods and furniture, clothing, articles of personal hygiene ... efforts were dedicated above all to securing the bare necessities and to restoring something like normal, everyday life and industrial production.
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For some, the devastation of Germany's industrial and economic might provided an opportunity to rethink the nature and role of design in German society. In the early twentieth century, Germany, partly through the efforts of the Deutscher Werkbund, had become well-known in international art and design circles for its efforts to reform German design and to influence consumer choices. In the early 1950s, the German government and state agencies continued this reformist impulse through a range of programs implemented with the goal of reeducating the aesthetic tastes of designers and consumers. Via the provision of appropriate models of "good form," they hoped to progress the standard of German design. 6 In harmony with the educational spirit of such initiatives, Stuttgart's State Department of Trade and Commerce conceived the idea for a survey of quality contemporary American design wares to be sent to Stuttgart in 1951.
For more than a hundred years, a key focus of state support for trade and commerce in Stuttgart had been to present international exhibitions of useful objects to inspire local trade and industry. 7 In the new conditions of the postwar era, Professor Edgar Hotz, president of Stuttgart's State Department of Trade and Commerce, hoped that exhibitions such as Design for Use, USA would help to inform Germans about key developments in design and manufacture that had occurred since the interwar years. 8 In short, the State Department of Trade and Commerce had initiated a program of socially educative exhibitions from abroad to be used as the vehicle for bringing about the state's economic and cultural evolution. For Hotz, this was a strategy adopted to help postwar Germany regain its position of dominance in the global marketplace as a major manufacturer of contemporary designs. As Hotz put the matter in his essay for the catalogue accompanying Design for Use, USA:
The prerequisites for contemporary design, impeccable quality and high cost effectiveness must be met by our local industries and trades. It is not sufficient for us to rest on tradition if we wish to regain the global position that we once held and have now lost. It is important for us to recognise and appreciate the past two decades' successful developments from all over the world. Hotz's interest in using exhibitions like Design for Use, USA as a model of successful design practice for German industry coincided to some extent with the broad objectives of the ECA. Still engaged with the implementation of the Marshall Plan in Germany, the ECA Design, 1953 -1968 (Stuttgart and London: Edition Axel Menges, 2002 worked to promote the benefits of American practices in Europe and to share knowledge about the "key principles of economic efficiency, high wages, and unlimited productivity."
10 Such efforts to familiarize Germany with American-style democracy would be redoubled by the U.S. from 1950 on because of the escalating tensions of the Cold War with the Soviet Union, and because of U.S. concerns about Soviet interest in Germany.
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An Invitation for the U.S. to Advance Core Business Within such a framework, it should come as no surprise that the ECA and the Department of State responded favorably to Stuttgart's formal request for an exhibition. Such an "invitation" signaled Stuttgart's apparent willingness to learn more about American methods of design and manufacture. Here was an opportunity for the ECA and the Department of State to persuade European countries to adopt or adapt American practices by promoting the benefits of the American way of life, and of mass production and consumerism. This was a process designed to change existing relations between the two countries. If handled well, the staging of such an exhibition could promote what official histories of the ECA describe as its desire "to build cohesion amongst countries of the so-called 'Free World,' and to present the U.S. as a worthy partner with whom to cooperate." 12 The participation of MoMA, a world-renowned museum, in the exercise was crucial to doing the job well. With its emphasis on high-end, mass-produced design wares, MoMA's Design for Use, USA simultaneously could accommodate Stuttgart's need for an exhibition that presented "successful" models of recent, mass-produced design that were not only cost-effective, but also of high quality. At the same time, such an exhibition had the potential to reinforce the ECA's efforts to provide Europeans with evidence of the gains of unlimited productivity enjoyed by American consumers. In addition, the invitation to the U.S. to display Design for Use, USA at the Landesgewerbesmuseum at least theoretically would allow the U.S. to proselytize the benefits of the American model within a legitimate and respected cultural institution-in the process minimizing the likelihood that local audiences would dismiss the exhibition as merely American propaganda.
Today, art museums might balk at the negative ramifications of agreeing to contribute to a program so closely associated with generating and disseminating propaganda. However, as a longterm supporter of the U.S. government's efforts to meet its "informational" objectives abroad through the arts, MoMA was more than willing to assist in preparing such a display for Stuttgart.
13 Through its Department of Circulating Exhibitions, MoMA had actively supported various U.S. government agencies during WWII by assembling and circulating exhibitions of painting, architecture, sculpture, film, and photography.
14 To better accommodate the many requests for such shows, MoMA's Department of Circulating Exhibitions underwent an expansion during this period. Pleased with the success of its wartime operations, MoMA remained committed to the view that such international exhibitions could facilitate the attainment of national goals in the changed political and cultural climate of the Cold War. From 1949 on, the museum accelerated its efforts to foster international understanding through cultural exchange.
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The "Advance" of Postwar U.S. Design Given its long history of aiding the U.S. government in realizing its foreign policy objectives, we cannot doubt that MoMA would support Stuttgart's State Department of Trade and Commerce and the ECA in preparing an exhibition of recent quality American domestic design for Stuttgart. By agreeing to select and present this exhibition under its own imprimatur, this prestigious museum effectively cast a veil of art world respectability over an initiative apparently also constructed to cultivate economic and diplomatic ties between the U.S. and Europe. At the same time, MoMA used the West German government's request as an opportunity to persuade Europeans of the unique and valuable contribution now being made by a "select" group of U.S.-based designers and manufacturers. This was a goal the U.S. government endorsed and MoMA, for its part, was well poised to pursue. Through regular exhibitions of local and European design, as well as its international design competitions, MoMA had taken on a leading role in setting the standards of American modern design by the outset of the 1950s. As Terry Smith notes, MoMA, rather than the burgeoning profession of industrial design, "shaped the modern visual culture of the U.S., determining its look and setting its standards."
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A crucial part of MoMA's taste-making activities included its annual Good Design exhibitions (1950) (1951) (1952) (1953) (1954) (1955) . These exhibitions, also conceived by Edgar Kaufmann, Jr. in association with Chicago's Merchandise Mart, were launched to promote quality design within the U.S. 17 Of course, the concept of good design was not new, having emerged in various forms in Europe, the U.S., and England in the early twentieth century. While each country put its individual spin on the concept, what unified these various manifestations was a singular commitment to the production and championing of "good design," which often translated into the promotion of a spare (modern) design without applied decoration. In keeping with this spirit, Kaufmann, in consultation with panels of experts from the design industry and museum world, chose wares for MoMA's "Good Design" exhibitions on the basis of quality and "eye appeal" from the best designs available on the American market during the previous six months. The resulting exhibitions were marketed to manufacturers, designers, and consumers with the goal of cultivating the appreciation, production, and consumption of "good" design in the U.S. Less than a year after the launch of the "Good Design" series, Kaufmann, at the request of the U.S. government, selected Design for Use, USA for its European tour. In the lead-up to the exhibition's departure, a number of articles appeared in newspapers and trade journals across the U.S. announcing MoMA's new international design initiative, and underscoring its importance and timeliness. One such article in the New York-based trade journal Retailing Daily, quoted Kaufmann commenting that, in the past, the U.S. tended to look to Europe for:
. 
The U.S. as Design Originators?
In exploring the actual constitution of Design for Use, USA, it now is necessary to assess whether the exhibition supported the claims made by Kaufmann about the originality of American design. On behalf of MoMA, Kaufmann selected more than 500 objects for inclusion in Design for Use, USA, featuring wares that were either massproduced, handmade, or a combination of the two. Many design items were manufactured from relatively new materials such as plastic, laminates and alloys, and innovative combinations of metal and molded plastic materials. The exhibition also included traditional materials such as timber, ceramic, glass, and fiber. Dominating the selection were mass-produced products by reputable large-scale American companies including Libbey Glass, Tupperware, Corning Glass, Revere Copper and Brass, and the Ecko Products Company. Smaller-scale manufacturers such as Heath Ceramics, Menlo Textiles, and Blenko Glass also were represented. For some of these firms, new lines of merchandise had been developed during or after the war partly because of a major rethinking of the place and importance of design within the manufacturing process. For example, the "Flint" kitchen tool range by Ecko Products had been developed in 1946 by staff from management, engineering, and merchandising (Figure 2 ). Overturning the dominant view that such tools were cheap and of limited durability, the Flint products, with their flexible flat shafts and handles riveted to full-length tangs, were a well-balanced, easy to use set of tool resembling Ecko's fine cutlery products. For the furniture section of the exhibition, considerable emphasis was placed on recent innovations in American design. Here, MoMA showcased the work of the small furniture design firms responsible for manufacturing some of the most inventive U.S. furniture of the postwar period. Included were chairs, divans, couches, light fittings, and tables by Eero Saarinen for Knoll Associates, Inc.; and Charles Eames, Isamu Noguchi, and George Nelson for the Herman Miller Furniture Company. Eames's and Nelson's designs figured prominently thanks to their metal-and-wood chairs and Eames's molded-plywood and molded-plastic chairs (Figure 3 ). To manufacture these novel chair designs, the Herman Miller Company developed groundbreaking methods of furniture construction, including the use of molds, presses, and production tooling. But not all the furniture was "cutting-edge." The exhibition also profiled popular furniture designed by Edward Wormley for the Dunbar Furniture Manufacturing Company. From the mid-1940s, Wormley's furniture was promoted as a kind of accessible, even conservative, modernism, one that, while working within the idiom of modernist formal vocabulary, emphasized fine workmanship and a respect for tradition (Figure 4) .
Design for Use, USA also presented a range of design wares that made exclusive or partial use of hand production methods. For Kaufmann, these design items served as a countermeasure to the dominance of mass-produced wares available on the market: Among American hand-crafted objects there is a general tendency to emphasize the object's uniqueness and the living character of the hand-crafted surfaces ... as unique pieces and exceptions in an industrialized environment, this tendency of hand-crafted products seems to be wellconsidered rather than whimsical, providing an important balancing factor over the entire development of American designs.
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Kaufmann's evident commitment to handcrafted design wares not withstanding, such items made up only a small percentage of the overall selections. He did, however, present the work of a number of highly regarded artist-craftspeople, some of whom had made a significant contribution to twentieth-century American design. A case in point was George Nakashima, a Japanese-American architect and noted furniture designer who drew on a disparate range of sources including Shaker furniture, Japanese woodworking, and international style architecture. Nakashima developed a distinctive method of furniture construction, combining hand-production methods and machine tools. By the 1940s and 1950s, he was widely recognized in the U.S. as offering a viable alternative and model to furniture makers working within an industry dominated by massproduced furniture.
Many of the design wares featured in Design for Use, USA already had been shown in Good Design exhibitions in the U.S. during the previous year. A comparison of exhibition checklists reveals a similar emphasis on mass-produced over handcrafted design items, and a focus on new materials and technologies. This might suggest that Design for Use, USA merely represented a speedy and pragmatic solution for MoMA to fulfill the government's request. However, two significant differences distinguish Design for Use, USA from the Good Design exhibitions. First, Kaufmann selected only American wares for Design for Use, USA, a decision likely motivated by a desire to promote only American design practice within a European context. For the Good Design exhibitions, design wares made abroad could be selected if available on the U.S. market. Second, while the Good Design exhibitions had served as a platform for promoting only the latest in modern design, Design for Use, USA featured "older" modern design wares, such as Eva Zeisel's "Museum" range manufactured in 1943 by Castleton China and the water kettle (1947) by Dr. Peter Schlumbohm for Chemex.
While ineligible for inclusion in the Good Design exhibitions, almost all these "older" design wares had received the imprimatur of the Museum, having appeared at MoMA between 1938 and 1947 in the Useful Objects exhibitions, the forerunner to the Good Design series. Through this judicious mixture of old and new, of the more traditional exhibited alongside the latest innovations in modern U.S. This way of thinking about exhibitions provides a potentially useful means of decoding the "braided narratives" embedded within recent exhibitions. The task becomes more complex when dealing with historical exhibitions such as Design for Use, USA, which was staged more than fifty years ago. Furthermore, the case is made more interesting because much of the extant documentation on the exhibition was crafted by the exhibition organizers. Such resources shed no light on the exhibition's reception. However, a critical analysis of the exhibition catalogue (read in concert with the exhibition's selection) provides a partial assessment of how the exhibition organizers made use of modernist notions of progress. The task of persuading Europeans of the emergence of a unique contemporary American design within the larger narrative of international modernism required intervention on the part of the U.S. exhibition organizers.
In their respective catalogue essays, both Kaufmann and Foster made a range of claims (aesthetic and otherwise) about current American design practice, and about its strong kinship with, as well as its divergence from, European design practice. Kaufmann believed that all modern design, whether from the U.S., Britain, or Europe, was in need of improvement. As he put the matter, modern design "could be much better if the insights offered by the past were only appreciated and used better."
24 What was required was innovation, not mere imitation. For Kaufmann, there was still much to be learned from the drive to reform brought on by the staging of London's Great Exhibition of 1851. This seminal exhibition precipitated the formulation of reforms to improve the quality of mass-produced objects. Reforms of this kind, Kaufmann claimed, should still underpin the objectives of modern design practice. While clearly interested in paying his dues to the nineteenth century, British origins of all modern design, Kaufmann gave greater prominence to the Deutscher Werkbund and the Bauhaus. According to Kaufmann, the conception and development of the burgeoning U.S. design industry coincided with, and was substantially informed by, the radical design ideas espoused by the Bauhaus and the Werkbund in circulation during the first three decades of the twentieth century. To illustrate the point, Kaufmann identified the high-profile Werkbund exhibitions of design circulated in the U.S. in the early twentieth century as having influenced American museums to set high standards for mass-produced design in the U.S. Complimenting such efforts, Kaufmann also noted that the relocation of many former Bauhaus teachers and students to the U.S. had exerted a decisive influence on modern American design practice.
As befitting an essay supporting the launch of contemporary American design in Germany, Kaufmann invited visitors to take the opportunity to use Design for Use, USA to assess whether the U.S. had expanded on the revolutionary design principles of the Werkbund and the Bauhaus. While he urged viewers to make up their own minds, Kaufmann confidently claimed that:
It is, however, a healthy ingenuity which has made American design what it is today. It will always trace its origins to Europe-as the entire American way of life has its origins in Europe-but it has begun to develop its own forms, its own processes, and its own characteristics in the United States.
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Such an assertion is significant. Kaufmann in effect had claimed that American designers were now capable of contributing something new to modern design practice. After productively borrowing from key European design precedents, American designers and manufacturers had successfully developed original design solutions in response to the specific conditions of the American environment.
Impact of Local Conditions
At various points in his essay, Kaufmann discussed the ways in which contemporary American design had been informed by the particular, local conditions generated by the "American way of life." American designers, Kaufmann claimed, harbored little desire to produce lasting design, a hallmark of traditional European design practice. Rather, they offered a new model-one of continual development and improvement. This was a model devised to accommodate the lifestyle choices of Americans who were less interested in the "individual product," and more interested in regularly updating to affordably priced, well-designed, mass-produced objects of design utility. Kaufmann agreed that, for the American consumer, the reduction of domestic drudgery was essential. "The American consumer," he wrote:
... constantly demands new products and ... readily accepts without prejudice any technical invention able to reduce human drudgery. While the democracy of Athens was based on slave labor, the democracy of the 20th century is to be based on robot work as far as Americans are concerned.
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While acknowledging that this constant cycle of production and consumerism might perplex some European viewers, Kaufmann worked to naturalize such a practice claiming that "it does seem to be the instinctive process for the design of objects of utility in a country whose origins coincided with the beginning of the Industrial Revolution." 27 In addition, he made plain his confidence that American designers, informed by the American way of life and with access to new materials and technologies, now were making a unique and valuable contribution to design practice, a sentiment he conveyed by way of a metaphor from nature:
To some extent ... this concentration on further development, this disinterest in the individual final product is similar to Nature itself. Who would be able to tell which leaf of an elm tree was the most beautiful?
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William Foster, head of the ECA, agreed with Kaufmann's claim about the uniqueness of U.S. design. 29 However, he took a slightly different tack, arguing that U.S. designers distinguished themselves from European design practice in the way in which they resolved the competing matters of traditional skill and progressive design:
In the U.S. it seems ... that the respect for traditional design is less deeply rooted .... In our country modern design aims at giving new objects the same fullness, warmth, and perfection of traditional crafts ... in order to create something perfect [rather] than for reasons of tradition.
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For Foster, the differences of approach adopted by European and American designers were not at all problematic. Rather, they presented an opportunity for consumers on both sides of the Atlantic to participate in an "international exchange of goods," and to assist with the construction of "our new world" through familiarization of American methods and practices: As we believe that this international exchange of goods is an absolute necessity in our new world which we all hope we will be able to construct, it seemed to be a good idea to give Europeans the opportunity to familiarise themselves ... with American public attitudes and the products that Americans are enthusiastic about .... These objects are shown to you as witnesses of a powerful attitude towards current life in our country... it is only through mutual familiarisation with the attitudes of the Other that we can hope to continue our active cooperation. In making such claims, the interests of the ECA move to the surface in an overt way. The focus of the discussion shifts from matters of design to the building of trade and political alliances. Foster's was an effort to persuade Europeans of two key points: first, that they share much in common with Americans, including cultural ties, and, second, that the U.S. could offer European consumers something different and new and, in the process, benevolently help to construct one "new world"-made up of the U.S. and like-minded friends.
As befitting the cultural field within which he ostensibly operated, Kaufmann's essay, by contrast, dealt more exclusively with aesthetic matters. Through the exhibition selection and the rhetoric of the catalogue essay, Kaufmann, as MoMA's representative, promoted the view that modern design in the U.S. had cleverly adapted in response to European design precedents and the conditions of the unique, American context. On this basis, it now was making a unique contribution to the history of modern design. In part, his was an effort to construct a legitimate place for American design within design history. However, it is fair to say that through these same means MoMA used the cultural field to subtly advance the U.S. government's foreign policy objectives in a recovering postwar Europe: to present the positive gains of American-style, mass-produced domestic design wares to economically vulnerable and strategically significant European countries, to foster trade links, and to increase international understanding. The U.S. government could not work towards such goals effectively by promoting the general qualities of American culture. It could, however, be done by a highly respected cultural institution such as MoMA lending its reputation to the government, but at the same time exercising its authority by maintaining control over what design objects it would select and promote within the context of seemingly neutral exhibitions of design.
The many decisions and selective processes at work in this or any exhibition's construction are difficult to discern because curatorial and exhibitionary practices typically work to erase the hand of the curator in the exhibition's final presentation. However, these practices, uncovered in this paper through a critical analysis, work to enhance the professional look of the exhibition and, important for this paper, increase the persuasive power of the narratives or stories embedded within it. In this instance, Design for Use, USA, with its apparent focus on quality American design, ultimately was deceptive because it depoliticized the economic and political aspirations of the exhibition. In other words, MoMA presented this group of works as a "selection" of the best, but carefully chose these objects and promoted them to tell persuasive stories about the originality of recent American design and indirectly as an endorsement about the quality and character of the American way of life.
